TESTIMONIALS
“Time-frames were extremely tight and with a
major police station usually taking 2-3 years to
design, plan and build we knew from the start
that this project wasn’t going to be like anything
we had done before. Collaboration was going to
be key to success and
Apollo worked closely with our project managers,
designers and key staff to ensure the end result
met our project objectives. Construction of the
new
building began in May 2012, and the first Police staff moved in just seven months later. Total
construction time to full handover was just nine
months.. Apollo Projects was able to come onboard and leverage their existing supplier and
sub-contractor relationships, as well as their
extensive knowledge of innovative and practical
design solutions to give us what we needed.
- Sean Pont, Director, Logic Group
New Zealand Police Station Christchurch
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TURNKEY DESIGN AND
BUILD - BEING INVOLVED
IN THE EARLY DESIGN
AND MANAGING THE
FULL CONSTRUCTION
PROCESS IS WHAT SETS
US APART

APOLLO’S PROMISE
• Specialised – detailed
understanding
of every aspect of design and
delivery

Apollo has the proven expertise and
resources to deliver a wide range of
technically demanding projects across the
retail and commercial office markets – from a
boutique retail village, to a multi-level highrise office complex.

• Total Project Solution – from
concept design to construction and
facility handover
• Industry-leading – design and
procurement methodologies
• Client Focussed - the client’s
objectives lead the design

DIVERSE EXPERIENCE, MULTI DISCIPLINED BACKGROUNDS AND
HIGHLY SPECIALISED KNOWLEDGE
OF THE LATEST TECHNOLOGIES AND
DESIGN SOLUTIONS

• Innovative Thinking – challenging
the status quo
• Trust and Expertise – our reputation
is everything
• Track Record – for delivery of
projects on time and within budget

We offer a ‘One Stop Shop’ – fully integrated delivery solution
tailored to the individual client, including:
• Initial Planning and Strategy – Early Contractor Involvement (ECI)
• Budgets and Feasibility
• Design Management
• Quantity Surveying
• Consents and Approvals
• Procurement and Cost Control
– supply agreements with key project partners
• Construction Management
• Health and Safety
• Commission, Training and Handover

VALUE

The leadership team at Apollo has extensive
experience in all phases of pre and post
commercial construction. From site
identification and evaluation, to conceptual
and detailed cost estimating, management of
the consenting process, design, construction
and delivery of the end asset.

TRUST

EXPERTISE

Apollo can offer full turn-key solutions or
value in individual services and takes pride in
delivering high energy performing, first class
architectural designs.

HEALTH & SAFETY
OUR CORE VALUE SAYS
IT ALL – ‘SAFETY ABOVE
ALL ELSE’, AND WE MEAN
IT! WE HAVE WORKED
WITH SOME OF THE
MOST INTENSIVE H&S
PROGRAMMES IN NZ
AND WE WOULD PUT
OUR REPUTATION UP
AGAINST ANYONE

SUSTAINABILITY

Apollo understands the importance of the
balance between natural light and sun
glare, architectural presence and energy
efficient materials, as well as fit-for-purpose
operating systems.
We know that successful commercial
premises require creativity, practicality and a
comprehensive understanding of the enduser (tenant).
Apollo has a development arm that have
undertaken a wide-range of retail and office
development, so we appreciate first-hand
the importance of end-user flexibility, base
build efficiency, fit-out integration and total
ownership of asset considerations.

CERTAINTY

INNOVATION

